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History Table Cloth
The History Tablecloth is designed to cover a 
kitchen or dining room table. When objects are 
left on the table, the cloth starts to glow beneath 
them, creating a halo that expands very slowly. 
When items are removed, the glow fades quickly.

The Tablecloth is made using electroluminescent 

essentially a very large, low-resolution display. But 
the grid of display elements takes the form of a 

By signalling how long things have been left upon 

over surfaces in the home. Being able to see 
this hidden dimension of the home might be 
thought-provoking, or simply enjoyable – people 
might be reminded to tidy up more often, or 
become reluctant to move things lest they disrupt 
the patterns they form. However, the Tablecloth 
doesn’t dictate peoples’ reactions, it provides a 
situation for them to interpret.

We gave the Table Cloth to a couple who lived with 
it for about a month. They became very fond of it, 
both for its appearance and the way it responded 
to events. Occasional inaccuracies made the 
experience more engaging: “it’s like a cat”, they 
explained to a dinner party question. It reacts to 
you, but you can’t tell what it will do.

The History Tablecloth in use.

Deploying the History Tablecloth in the home of a volunteer.
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